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High school delegates convene
for WC's Model UN V
By MICHELE HAULTER
TJ news editor
If you had walked into Tillman Wednesday afternoon, you
were probably mobbed by the
largest crowd of high school
students registering for the Winthrop Model U.N. V. The
students traveled from all over
the state and from parts of
North Carolina to participate in
this year's conference.
The opening session began hi
8 pjn. in Tillman Aucfitorium.
The welcome was given by
Cathy Jones, student coordinator. The secretariat was recognized and their efforts praised
for preparing for o.er an entire
year to make the fifth Model
U.N. a reality.
After the roll call, the PLO
and SWAPO were granted observer status which allows them
to express their opinions in the
discussions and debates but does
not allow them to vote.
The Wlnthrop students discussed a resolution concerning

intervention in the internal
offices of a sovereign nation.
This was the time for Win thro p
students to shine because in the
other plenaries only the high
school students will be allowed
to speak. After the first session
was dosed, an advisor orientation was held in Joynes.
Thursday was spent in committee meetings. The Political
and Security Committee met in
Dinkins Auditorium, the Social
and Humanitarian committee
met in McBryde, and the Legal
Committee met in Tillman Auditorium. The Security Council
made up of the chosen countries represented in th* actual
Security Council met in Dinkins.
Diplomats from the United
Nations visited the different
committees to discuss their
home country and real issues
before the United Nations. Tbe
diplomats included Michael
Stopford of the United Kingdom, associate officer of the
Office of the Secretary General;
TJ". Sreenivascm, counselor to

the Indian Mission; and Soud
Sedan, political attache to the
Saudi Arabian Mission. Also
attending the conference was
George Mwanjabala, counsellor
for legal affairs to the Tanzanian
Mission.
A (fence was held for the
Model U.N. participants for
their relaxation and recreation
Thursday night. Friday morning
was filled with committee meeting?. and in the afternoon the
second and third general session
was hdd.
Hie President's Banquet in
honor of the Model U.N. was
held Friday night in McBryde
Cafeteria. Also Peabody pool
was opened for a midnight
swim.
Saturday, the fourth sic
find general assembly convened
It was dosed with awards tc
the delegations who exhibitec
the most expertise in represent
ing their country's viewpoint!
throughout the Model UN.

MONDAY, APRIL 27,1981

Annuals are at Winthrop
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter
The 1981 annuals were received by the Winthrop College
annual staff Tuesday, April 21,
according to Bernadette Whitney, editor.
"This year's theme was 'Winthrop
College - Someplace
Spedal,' like the WBT slogan," said Whitney. "We tried
to cover every aspect of student
life."
Whitney said the uniqueness
about this year's annual was
the fact that the "people worked
and the mug shots were identified."
Compared
to
previous
annuals, this year's was not a
typical one, according to Whitney. "For one thing, the dorm
pictures are unique and we
were very pleased with the
dasses' pictures," she said.
"Overall," she continued, "I
feel the staff was better informed as to what the annual
should consist of. We knew
more, than last year, which
was-more or less a learning experience for a lot of us."
"The only complaints that
I've had were that some of the
color pictures had a yellowish

tinge to them. Most responses
have been good. I've even had a
few wild yells."
Sharon Feldan, a freshman
from Charleston, said, "I liked
•it (the annual) all. The best
part was the hall pictures."
Vickie Baxley, a junior from
Lake City, said, "There is no
comparison to this annual and
the last two I've received. It's
100% better. I especially liked
the section with my picture
in It."
Whitney said that as of Wednesday, the day after the
annuals had arrived, there were
approximately
500 annuals
which could be purchased, without having reserved one, for a
cost of $8.00.
"As of Monday," said Whitney, "I'd ray there will be
about half (250) that amount.
The arrival of the annuals has
been traveling by word of
mouth. We did not publidze
their arrival until last Thursday."
In order to purchase a nonreserved TATLER, stop by the
Student Publications BuilcHng,
located between Dacns library
and the back of Hinkins Student Center, or call extension
2289.

Sounds of spring
By ROBIN SHEALY
TJ news reporter

The Model UN V First General Assembly was held in Tillman Auditorium Wednesday at 8 p.m (TJ
photo by Ruth Schooler)

Rasslin 9 bear to perform at Spring Fling
By FRAN STARNES
TJ feature editor
Victor is 7'6" tall, weighs
550 pounds and has staged
over 10,000 exhibitions.
Victor is a Canadian black
bear who will rassle all challengers at the 6th annual Spring
Fiing to be held Saturday from
1 to 5 p.m. at the Shack.
Spring Fling, sponsored by
Dinkins Student Union (DSU),

is "the last big event of the
year" at Winthrop, said Rick
Elliott, graduate assistant to
Dinkins Student Center director. "A time for people to kick
back in the sun and enjoy themselves before exam week,"
Elliott said.
Elliott said that Victor, the
rasslin' bear, will be one of
DSU*s main attractions. During
his years in show business, Victor has rassled such person-

alities as Lee Marvin, Clint Eastwood, and Robert Gouiet.
Although Victor is rather
gentle with 100-pound challengers, he uses Ms ability to size up
a challenger and is rougher with
bigger opponents.
Victor penorms "friendly"
matc&s with his owner and
any courageous volunteers from
the aadience during {.erformmces.
(Continued on page 12)

With spring in the air, the
sweet sound of music abounds
at Winthrop. Having practiced
throughout the winter, musical
ensembles are now seeing the
fruit of their efforts in the form
of concert performances.
The Winthrop singers under
the direction of Dr. Robert
Edgerton and the Winthrop Jazz
Ensemble, directed by David
Franklin, performed a joint
concert Monday, April 13.
Among the pieces performed
were "The Long and Winding
Road," with Lisa Mulvaney,
soloist, highlights from A
CHORUS LINE, 'Take the 'A'
Train," and "Tall Cotton," written by jazz composer Sammy
Nestico.
The Winthrop Singers is a
group of twelve students, who in
the past, were also required to
be members of the Winthrop
Chorale. It is being considered
at this time, however, to open
auditions to all students. The
focus of the group's music is
usually of a contemporary or
pop nature.
The jazz ensemble consists of
about eighteen members. Membership is also founded on an
audition basis.

From the soulful jazz tones
of the trumpet, an easy transition could have been made into
the concert given by ihe Winthrop Chamber ensemble on
April 20th.
Directed by music instructor
Gregg Hill, the ensemble of
seventeen members performed a
Haydn trio, a Beethoven trio,
and a delightful piece.by P.D.Q.
Bach, ,-My Bonnie Lass She
Smelleth."
The next concert to grace
the community of Winthrop was
the April 21st performance of
the Winthrop Chorus.
The group of over 100 members was conducted by Mr. Dan
Rogers, chairman of the School
of Music, and Daryl Landis,
graduate
assistant.
Cherie
Springs provided the piano
accompaniment.
The chorus opened with
"Praise Him! Declare His
Glory" by Mozart. During the
course of the program, a twenty voice ensemble performed
three madrigalian songs.
A
departure from this genre of
music resulted in two Lennun
and McCartney songs, "Penny
Lane," and "Good Day." "SunsMne" was then sung by the
entire Winthrop Chorus.
(Continued on page 12)
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students registering for the Winthrop Model U.N. V. The
students traveled from all over
the state and from part? of
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Annuals are at Winthrop
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ news reporter
The 1981 annuals were received by the Winthrop College
annual staff Tuesday, April 21,
according to Bemadette Whitney, editor.
"This year's theme w*s 'Winthrop
College - Somepla.ce
Special,' like the WBT sk>gan," said Whitney. "We tried
to cover every aspect of student
life."
Whitney said the uniqi'rness
about this year's a»uual was
the fact that the "people worked
and the mug shots were identified."
Compared
to
previous
annuals, this year's was not a
typical one, according to Whitney. "For one thing, the dorm
pictures are unique and we
were very pleased with the
classes' pictures," she said.
"Overall," she continued, "I
feel the staff was better informed as to what the annual
3hould consist of. We knew
more, than last year, which
waS- more or less a learning experience for a lot of us."
"Tlie only complaints that
I've had were that some of the
color pictures had a yellowish

tinge to them. Most responses
have been good. I've even had a
few wild yells."
Sharon Fe'.dan, a freshman
from Charleston, said, "I liked
•it (the annual) all. The best
part was the hall pictures."
Vickie Baxley, a junior from
Lake City, said, '"fiiere is no
comparison to this annual and
the last two I've received. It's
iOO% better. I especially liked
the section with my picture
in it."
Whitney said that as of Wednesday, the day after the
annuals hid arrived, there were
approxim.'iely
500 annuals
which could be purchased, without having reserved one, for a
cost of $8.00.
"As of Monday," said Whitney, "I'd say there will be
about half (250) that amount.
The arrival of the annuals has
been traveling by word of
mouth. We (fid not publicize
their arrival until last Thursday."
In order to purchase a non
reserved TATLER, stop by the
Student Publications Building,
located between Dacus library
and the back of Din kins Student Center, or call extension
2289.

Sounds of spring
By ROBIN SHEALY
TJ news reporter

The Model UN V First General Assembly was held in Tillman Auditorium Wednesday at 8 p.m. (TJ
photo by Ruth Schooler)

Rasslin' bear to perform at Spring Fling
By FRAN STARNES
TJ feature editor
Victor is 7'6" tall, weighs
550 pounds and has staged
over 10,000 exiiibitions.
Victor is a Canadian black
bear who will rassle all challengers at the 6th annual Spring
Fling to be held Saturday from
1 to 5 pjn. at the Shack.
Spring Fling, sponsored by
Dinldns Student Union (DSC),

is "the last tag event of the
year" at Winthrop, said Rick
Elliott, graduate assistant to
Dinkins Student Center (Erector. "A time for people to kick
back hi the sun and enjoy themselves before exam week,"
Elliott said.
Elliott said that Victor, fee
rasslin' bear, will be one of
DSUIJ main attractions. During
his years in show business, Victor has rassled such person-

alities as Lee Marvin, Clint Eastwood, and Robert Goulet.
Although Victor is rather
gentle with 100-pound challengers, he uses Ms ability to size up
a challenger and is rougher with
tagger opponents.
Victor per.'orms "friendly"
matches with his owner and
any courageous volunteers from
the fcadience during perfor(Continued on page 12)

With spring in the air, the
sweet sound of music abounds
ct Winthrop. Having practiced
throughout the winter, Musical
ensembles are now seeing the
fruit of their efforts in the form
of concert performances.
The Winthrop angers under
the direction of Dr. Robert
Edgerton and the Winthrop Jazz
Ensemble, directed by David
Franklin, performed a joint
concert Monday, April 13.
Among the pieces performed
were "The Long and Winding
Road," with Lisa Mulvaney,
soloist, highlights from A
CHORUS LINE, "Take the 'A'
Train," and "Tall Cotton," written by jazz composer Sammy
Nestico.
The Winthrop Singers is a
group of twelve students, who In
the past, were also required to
be members of the Winthrop
Chorale. It is being considered
at this time, however, to open
auditions to all students. The
focus of the group's music is
Usually of a contemporary or
pop nature.
The jazz ensemble consists of
about eighteen members. Membership is dso founded on an
audition basis.

From the soulful jazz tones
of the trumpet, an easy transition could have been made into
the concert given by the Winthrop Chamber ensemble on
April 20th.
Directed by music instructor
Gregg Hill, the ensemble of
seventeen members performed a
Haydn trio, a Beethoven trio,
and a delightful piece.by P.D.Q.
Bach, "My Bonnie Lass She
Smelleth."
The next concert to grace
the community of Winthrop was
the April 21st performance of
the Winthrop Chorus.
The group of over 100 members was conducted by Mr. Dan
Rogers, chairman of the School
of Music, and Daryl Landis,
graduate
assistant.
Cherie
Springs provided the piano
accompaniment.
The chorus opened r.ith
"Praise Mm! Declare His
Glory" by Mozart. During the
course of the program, a twenty voice ensemble performed
three madrigalian songs.
A
departure from this genre of
music resulted in two Lennon
and McCartney songs, "Benny
Lane," and "Good Day." "Sunshine" was then sung by the
entire Winthrop Chorus.
(Continued on page 12)
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News briefs
Faculty members receive awards
The Phi Alpha Phi Excellence in Teaching Awards will be
given to two faculty members in a ceremony today at 5:30 pjn.
at the Alumni House. A reception will follow the presentation.
All student, faculty and staff members of Phi Kappa Phi are
invited to attend.

Chart your life
"Charting Our lives," will be the program, Tuesday, 6:00
pjn. at the Wesley Foundation.
David Valtierra of the Newman Community and Randy
McSpadden of Westminster Fellowship Hall will lead the program, designed to identify good and bad times a person has.
The program wiil suggest possibilities to consider in the future.

Want to go backpacking?

Senate sends parking recommendation
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ reporter
A recommendation to form a
campus-wide committee to be
appointed by President Vail to
study the parking situation was
signed by Charlie LeGrand,
president of the Senate, SGA
President Tommy Mattox, who
received it as Information, and
President Vail.
The recommendation states
that there Is a problem of poor
distribution of cars, according to
students' opinion. Also, the
committee to be appointed by
Vail should study parking situations at other colleges and
should be appointed by September 19^..
Should Vail decide to take
action on this recommendation
the designated committee would
be composed of interested faculty, staff, and students of Win-

Persons interested in taking a weekend backpacking trip to
the mountains can do so by participating in a course offered by
Winthrop College beginning Tuesday.
The course in backpacking, which will meet from 6:30 to
9:30 pjn. Tuesdays through May 12, will climax in a weekend
backpacking trip after the final meeting. The meeting will explore places to go, equipment needed and environmental concerns.
Instructors for the course are veteran backpackers Bill Wells,
director of Winthrop's Counseling Center, Ralph Wilkerson, an
assistant professor of mathematics, and Bill Shepherd, director
of labor relations at Rock Hll Printing and finishing Co.
The course will be held at Joynes Center for Continuing
Education. Cost is $50, which includes course materials and
rental equipment for the weekend trip.
For more information or to register, contact Joynes Center
at (803) 323-2196.

throp College. With Vail taking
action, more ideas could be presented.
When running for Senate,
LeGrand used the parking problem as a platform.tor his election
this past fall. "A lot of students
commented to me that parking
was a definite problem," said
LeGrand. "Our only concern is
that administrators see the big
lot behind Dinkins (grass lot)
and think that there isn't a parking problem. The problem is
convenience for the students.

LeGrand stated simply that
he hoped congestion of campus
parking and traffic would be
alleviated by this committee
"by spring of next year."
One idea proposed to help
control parking would be to
assign parking spaces. Each parking area would be designated
by letters, which students would
sign tor each spring with freshmen being assigned parking in
the fall. To prevent confusion,
parking areas would have a specific number of parking spaces
assigned to each area.
LeGrand said another aid to
PI Kappa Phi fraternity
will travel to Spartanburg, Friday the parking problem would be
May 1 to charter and initiate •to develop the grass lot behind
a new chapter of Pi Kappa Phi Dinkins.
at the USC-Spartanburg campus,
"If a gravel lot could be
according to Joel Byars, histordeveloped it would allow for a
ian for the Winthrop chapter.
little
more than 280 parking
The initiation will begin at 6:00
pjn. on Friday, and on Saturday spaces. However, someone is
a banquet will be held for the going to complain because they
initiates and the Winthrop chap- have to walk. You can't please
everyone."
ter.

PKP initiates
new chap.

Reception for business
graduate students

The Duval County School System out of Jacksonville, Florida,
will be holding interviews in all teaching areas on Wednesday
from 9:00 ajn. to 4:30 pjn. at the Placement Office, according
to Luanna Dorsett, student counselor for the office.
Students should have filled out their placement forms before
the interviews.
For more information, call extension 2100.

CEC plans 81-82 year
Babysitting, slave auctions and garage sales are just several
anticipated fund-rasing events to be sponsored by the Council for
Exceptional Children for the school year 1981-82.
In a final report submitted by CEC president, Melinda Porter,
projected activities for the following aeademic year include slideshow presentations, interest-group speakers and a Group Night
in which CEC members take a handicapped child out to dinner
and to an enjoyable event.
Besides these planned activities, CEC members are making
pi am, for their special booth at the annual Winthrop Hall oween
Happening in October.

The recommendation has
been passed through two readings and signed by Vail. The
next step is to wait and see
whether Vail feels the recommendation is worth elaboration.

DOUGLAS
STUDIO

passports
resumes
oil ft Bfltural
color portraits
goldtoao
ft wfeito
Call for appointment
327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

TUES.-THUR.

Irish lecture offered

Job interviews for teachers

"Whether or not a committee
is appointed to study tha parking situation is up to President
Vail," said LeGrand.

NO COVER

A reception for graduate students in the School of Business
will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday from 5:45 to 8:15 at
the home of President Charles Vail, 601 Oakland Avenue. All
current MBA and MSPIR students are welcome. All faculty are
invited for cocktails and hots d'oeuvres.

"Problems in Northern Ireland from a Historical Perspective" is the topic of a free lecture to be given by an Irish historian at 8 pjn. Tuesday in Klnard auditorium.
Dr. A.T.Q. Stewart, a history professor at Queens University
in Belfast, Northe.n Ireland, will be the speaker. His appearance is sponsored by the Charlotte Area Educational Consortium and the English and history departments at Winthrop and
the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.
Stewart is the author of the book, "The Narrow Ground:
Aspects of Ulster 1609-1969."

LeGrand said that this recommendation birthed from the proposal submitted last year which
stated that freshmen should park
in the lot behind Dinkins.
"There were (fisagreemeuta on
how many actual spaces were
there," said LeGrand. "Abo,
this recommendation was not
acceptable to those Involved."

T U E : 50$ Longneck Bod ail nite long!
W E D : LADIES LOCK-UP 8-9
50$ Longneck Bed all nite long!

THUR: 50$ Longneck 9-10
Happy Hour 11-12

FRI: $i COVER
S A T : Winthrop FREE w/ID
Thar., May 7: BELLY-UP!!
5-7 Swimsait contest CASH PRIZE
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A day at ike zoo
VOL.LvV.h6.*.

WINTHROPCOLLEGE
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room to complain
Most students know by now that we are going to be digging
deeper into our pockets to pay for schooling this fall. Students
are not happy about the Increase, but there is little room to
complain.
March figures show the cost of living rising at 7Vt percent
annually. That is about how much meal plan costs will increase at
WC this fall.
Tuition and fees will rise 11 percent this fall. That's not as
much when you consider the 3V4 percent cutback in state personnel funds.
The biggest increase seated for next fall, almost 17V4 percent
is done costs, is the only jump I would consider excessive.
Several other state colleges were expecting to raise dorm fees
7 to 15 percent.
A full-time S.C. resident dorm student with a 21 meal plan
pud about $1,061 per semester for tuition, fees, room and board
this school year. The cost next year will be about $1,192 per
semester.
The extra $262 per year represents just over a 12 percent
increase. Last year President Vail predicted WC costs for the
average student to increase $275 to $300 per year.
The increase is » considerate one, but when you remember
how modest WC's costs are compared to other colleges and
universities, a case for arguing the new prices is diminished.

About a week after all of
this happened, my friend asked
me if I would go In and explain
to the
Council exactly
Some of the things that go
on at this school defy all logic what had happened. I agreed,
and reasoning. A good example although I told him that I
is the farce that the adminis- hadn't seen a whole lot and that
stration calls the Judicial Council I didn't think that the adminisAfter hearing what went on, tration would see me as the best
and partially witnessing this character witness in the woild.
The hearing w s set at twelve
kangaroo court procedure, I'm
inclined to call it a crock. noon on a Thursday. When I got
to
the upstairs portion of DinIt all started one night when I
was minding my own business kins, a lot of people were
mingling
around outside a partidowning a few cold ones at a
party at the shack. As I was cular door, not quite knowing
talking to some friends, a what to do, Someone came out
commotion occurred outside and told us that we would evenand I went out to see what was tually be called into the room,
going on. A good friend of mine, one by one ic -ay what we had
who shall be nameless, came up to say. I figured that I would be
to me and told me that someone held up for about twenty minhad hlindsided him In the nose. utes at the most . . . but figured
He really (fidn't have to tell wrong. At one-thirty, someone
me. . . Ills nose was leaking came to the door and told me to
blood like a faucet. While he come inside. I really didnt know
was talking, the fight started all what to expect when I walked
over again with me in the center in, but what I saw when I got
of it. It was again quickly inside shocked me. Sitting
broken up once again with the around a table that I can only
help of a few well intentioned describe as being about twenty
feet long with a lot of electrical
people.
By RICK TOBIN
TJ contributing editor

Tim Hartis

TJ letter policy
TJ welcomes ietters to the editor on any topic related to
Wlnthrop College.
All letters to the editor must be signed by the author. We will
omit the author's name upon request.
Letters should be typed, if possible, double spaced, on 55inch space fine.
Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
office in the Student Publications Building. Letters must be
received by 4 p.m. Tuesday to appear in the following week's
issue.

devices oa It, including a tape
recorder that was probably recording everything that was said
(I guess that later they got off
listening to their voices from a
different vantage point), was the
strangest assortment ot people
that I had ever seen in my Hfe.
Most were people around my
age who were dressed Hke they
were going to a Baptist church
social. One lady looked Hke my
old third grade school teacher
who had a sadistic touch with a
ruler. And, of coum there was
the backbone of the discipline
of Wlnthrop College itself, who
shall also remain nameless.
The minute that I nat down,
I was examined, cross examined,
and re-examined by what
seemed to be all who were
seated. After what seemed like
an eternity, they toJd me that I
could leave. I walked out and It
was twenty till two, and I had a
two o clock dass to make. I
quickly and very sincerely
wished everyone seated outside
the best of luck, because I was
sure that they were going to
need it.

Letters to the editor
Appointing editor
Dear Editor:
It has recently come to my
attention that the Board o?
Publications met in March and
after interviewing several candidates for editor of The Johnsonian rendered the decision to

re-enlist the afforts of Tim
Hartis as editor for the 1981
fall semester.
This decision has generated
much concern among several
interested students. This will
mak° the third successive semester that he will be editor. I am
not denouncing the job he has
done because I know that the
editor cannot please all of the
people all of the time, but I
am questioning hisrecentre-

appointment. Tins job provides
invaluable experience and an
excellent reference source for
potential employers. Why not
give someone else a shot at it?
I know that there are several
qualified students, who by the
way
ere
communications
majors, that are interested in the
job. Please consider this letter
and respond appropriately.
Robert Waning

Charges unfair
Dear Editor,
Along with semester charges
Wlnthrop residents have another
enemy. This enemy strikes rudely as a revenge tactic and does
no good towards its cause.
Our enemy is a bill that
charges all residents on a certain
floor with vandalism. The Housing Office staff knows all occupants don't commit these acts.
Their bills arent doing any
good, so why doot they react
more sensibly and maturely?
A better procedure: hir?
dormitory guards, install ball
and seep monitors, have R-A.'s
and all hall occupants check-off,
or say, in the presence of the
other students or, hi the bousing
directors presence only who
should be billed.
Wlnthrop is treacherously
swindling us out of our money.
They know it and we know it,
so Jet's respond. Tbere are state
complaint forms Out can be
ordered, free of charge, and
have them verify by the law if
these Wis are lefrt. We've tried
the dean and security for weaker
cases and didnt get help.
We're here not only to
Jeam academically, hot adsn how
to challenge problems, so why
don't we $ve Wrnthrop a
demonstration of our teaming!.
Sincerely,
Kevin B. Mason

EDITORIAL
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Informer

End of semester blues
QUESTION: School has really gotten to me. I know I'm going
to finish this semester with O.K. grades, but I'm not sleeping
well, I worry a lot, and I have a headache or an upset stomach
almost every day. Is there anything I can do to stop this nonsense?
ANSWER: Worry, headaches, upset stomachs, and sleeplessness are common this time of year on college campuses. Students
are concerned about grades, summer jobs, going home, leaving
friends, and many other things.
To help stop worrying and feeling tense, you might want to
learn to relax. Counselors at the Counseling Center can teach you
spedfic ways to relax, and they can teach you to recognize
stressful times when you need to relax. Then you can avoid some
of those headaches and upset stomachs.
If you think learning relaxation techniques might help you
have a more enjoyable and relaxed semester, make an appointment at the Counseling Center, 323-2233. The Center is open
Monday-Friday from 8:30 ajn.-o p.m., and is located at 203
Crawford Health Center.

Giving up sports
By ASHLEY LIVINGSTON
TJ contributing editor
I should hava given up sports
for l e n t . . . no, I take that back.
I should have given up sports
for life. Why? (. . . like anyone
really cares . . . ) Because it seems
so unfair for one person (namely me) to love sports so much
and to be so spastic at each and
every one I give a shot at.
For instance: Basketball. The
sport seems easy enough, especially If you've got a few indies
on you. (It helps if the Inches
are high and not wide!) So, for
a female I had enough indies to
play. Unfortunately, there a few
more requirements. Namely
skill, coordination and stamina.
(No one told me about those).
By the aid of the first half of
my first game I felt pretty good
because I had some statistics
on the book. But then 'Someone" told me it was better to
have 4 points instead of 4
fouls . . . none-the-less, half of
a game was left to be played,
and I went in again determined
to make my mark for my team.
By the end of the game we had
lost by one point. My statistics
had improved: I now had 5
fouls and 2 points, and 6 bruises
strategically placed. Unfortunately, the 2 points were for
the other team, ("someone" forgot to tell me that the teams
switch goals at the end ol' the
first half. I had wondered why
no one blocked my shot). My
team went to the shower room
while my opponents heartily
congratulated me for a good
game. I think they were being
sarcastic.
So, I tried volleyball. The
game seemed easy enough: hit a
ball with your hands over the
net. Not true: not easy. "Someone" again forgot to tell me
about my opponent (the guy
with the cute legs and big
smile) who stood not four
feet from me with only a net
between us. It seems he was
good at spiking. . . And spike
he <fid. His team gained one
point and my Lisa Lubner
figure felt Bke it would swell to
a Doily Parton figure before the

end of the game. He apologized.
I quit.
OK, I dedded to try softball. It seemed easy enough. . .
Hit a ball, run the bases, catch
« ball, throw it . . . "Yeah," I
thought. "IH Bke this one."
Wrong. I knew I was doing bad
when W ; ' " ^ i e d me in centerfield and mowd me to right field
after I made two "great" stops
with my left ankle (now that I
look back, 1 guess I should have
used my glove). Even in right
field my own teammates yelled
constantly and consistently to
the short fielder to "cover right
field." Maybe they thought I
wasn't listening.
Team sports were getting
old . . . "what about tennis?"
I thought, OK. Ok! I pulled out
my $7.96 K-Mart bluelight
special raquet and signed up for
a two-hour tennh dass. After
15 wetks of dass ray professor
calls me a mongoloid moron
and tells me to pick up balls.
(It's nice to feel useful, but,
come on, let's get serious). But
I guess since I was the one to
hit 12 balls over the fence, I
should be the one to pick them
up. At least I hit the ball, right?
After all, when I tried my hand
at golf, my partner quietly
pulled me over to a bench after
three holes. Upon asking him
why we didn't continue on to
the fourth hole, he told me that
"we" were Lalcfing up two
groups of golfns . . . he was
trying to be nlca.'T' was holding
up two groups of golfers. Trying
to hit that little white ball could
make a nun cuss.
I even tried jogging. Anyone
can jog . . . that Is anyone except me . . . especially whev:
the sidewalk "jumps up" In
froat of me and causes my
vertical body to quickly become horizontal. "Someone"
again forgot to fcM me about
that three inch crack
had been there for years.
It ought to be a sin to love
sports so much and be so bad at
all of them. "Someone" should
have told me just to take up
cross stitch. I hear it's less
humiliating with fewer bruises.
I think 111 try it.

S.C. ordered first American locomotive
By RON CHEPESIUK
and LOUISE PETTUS
Special to TJ
The first railroad locomotive
in America was named "The
Best Friend." It was built in
New York state for the South
Carolina Railroad Company.
When the railroad was completed in 1833, it was the longest (135 miles) in the world and
twice as long as America's first
(the Baltimore and Ohio built
in 1830). It would be the first
train to carry U.S. mail.
Railroading was such a new
enterprise in 1830 that practically every decision was to be
a "first." The initial decision
involved what type oi "locomotion" was to be used for the
railway car. Seme preferred
horses, some thought manual
power with sails would be best,
and others preferred steam.
The S.C. Railroad Company's Board of Directors (all
Charlestonlans) dedded to hold
a contest for the best designed
car to be raced along a twoand-a-half-mile track. The contest was set for September
1830.
In the meantime, in January 1830, the board received
some curious advice from
English cnoincirs who said there
was no reason to expect any
great improvement in the breed
of hones that were being used
for transportation, while the
level of sophistication of locomotives that were forthcoming
was unlimited. Nine months
before the scheduled race, the
board unanimously endorsed

steam power and placed the
order for "The Best Friend."
There were three entaes in
the race for the $200 prize.
One used a single horse and two
used four men (two of them to
provide alternate relief). The
horse won by a slight margin.
A month later '"Hie Best
Friend" arrived, weighing four
and a half tons and costing
$4,000.
The new locomotive got its
first trial pulling four cars with
40 passengers. It achieved speeds
of 16 to 21 miles per hour, not
much better than the horse had
managed.
On Christmas day 1830, "The
Best Friend" was formally
launched with 141 people
aboard, induding a racetrack
reporter who wrote that the
locomotive was "half salamander, half alligator" because the
"engine ate fire, breathed steam
and fed upon light wood."
The first launching was so
much fun that the company
held a second launching e
month later. This time they
had a U.S. Army detachment
with a fieldpiece to give a
"Federal salute" from an old
nearby Revolutionary War fortification. All day a Bvely band
entertained the dignitaries and
curious crowds. There were so
many dignitaries that two railway trips had to be made.
Another celebration was held
five months later when the 135
miles of track was completed.
The governor of South CaroBna
was on board to ptttidpate in
the gala ceremony at Hamburg.

The S.C. Railroad Company
was launched by Cbariestonians
dotoriiiined not to lose Charleston's. major port status to
Savannah, which was reaping the
benefits of water traffic from
Augusta. Charteston was ia such
a desperate economic depression
in 1829 that one writer wrote
that "grass grows in the main
thoroughfares."
The building of the i.-ailroad
might be termed an act of desperation. This may account for
the jubiHation surrounding each
triumph and the mood of experimentation which prevailed
in the early years. One cf the
most novel experiments used
the light cast from pine torches
for night travel.
There were 16 "turnouts,"
each with a water pump and
woodshed, and nine depots
(called depositories at first)
along tiie railroad route.
In order to protect the
passengers from the dangers of
steam aid hot water, a "barrier car," with six bales of
cotton strapped on, was placed
between the locomotive and the
passengers.
"The Best Friend's" only
aeddent occurred in June 1831
when the boiler burst. The engineer was scalded, a worker had
his thigh broken, and the fireman, who died from his injuries,
was accused of negUgence.
The rebuilt engine was
dubbed the "Phoenix," no
doubt an allusion to the
mythical bird which burned itself to death and arose from its
own ashes.

Wasn't registration fun?
puter card for the yellow one!
Boy, isn't Winthrop grand! Just
to break the monotony of regisI guess we all thought regis- tration, they give you a yellow
tration would be a Bttle better card in place of the white one.
Well, variety is the spice of life,
this year, right? Wrong!
so the cliche goes.
I thought so, too.
Here I go, skipping over to
McBryde, thinking, "Well, I'll
be a senior in the fall, and my
time is early, so 111 have no
When I overcame my awe
problem." Fat chance. (I still of a totally (Efferent colorhaven't lost the excess baggage ed card (it wasn't preppie
from my back end. Very notice- yellow, though), I was rudely
able in my vocabulary as well jarred back into reality by a
as someplace else!) I walked in- lady who I swear was a Nazi
to the breeze way and thought I holdover from World War II. She
would hash. Now I realize the tightened her neck muscles, and I
enrollment is steadily climbing, felt my teeth dropping to the
but Lord, give me a break! floor. My eyes were ploying
However, the good things about tricks, ! know, but she really
wall-to-wall people are you get did look Bke a Gestapo agent
to see the latest spring fashions tor a second. I'm talking swas(as well as things you wouldn't tika, people!
wear to a dog fight), you get to
catch up on "news" from people
you've not seen in weeks, and
Before I came back to
you get to play the "Guess who reality I swear I heard her yell,
forgot to take a bath" game. "Achtung! Scfaneli! Schnell!"
(Have you noticed how I always
fall back on playing games? I'm
When I finally came to my
such a fun person. Cough.)
Oh! To top off the joys of senses (tor real, this time), I
registration, we got to play passed through the door to Oz,
"Alphabet Mess." Instead of and believe me everything
showing your little card to the looked green. (No, I'm not on
sweet German lady and sliding drugs. I just have a vivid -imagon through the door of no ination.) All the professors were
return, we had to dedde which smiling and they wen all dressed
letter our last name began with in dothes bearing a striking
and stand in line, and for guess resemblance to $100 Mils. Howwhat? Ah, c'mon, you know! ever, all of us (students) looked
We got to switch the white com- gray and emandated.
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ contributing editor

So, In order to rejuvenate
our wasted souls and bodies, two
local b-nks provided the struggling students with Cokes and
balloons. (Cokes to drink and
balloons to look at. Some people
sweet? Read cm, please.
All in all, I think registration
was a little crowded but went
relatively well. I only saw 1,500
students crying, which is good
for one day!
As usual, though, there was
no such thing as free lunch. Remember the nice Cokes to drink
and balloons to look at, right
when you went through the
door of no return? Free Cokes??
Are y-' i crazy''? Remember the
bill for big buck, ' you got as you
dragged out the final passage
of paradise? Thit wasn't for
tuition! That was for the Cokes.
People, Winthrop might be
cheap compared to other
schools, but she certainly isn't
dumb!
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WC professors honored for service
(PAO)—A Winthrop College guished Professor, and four
history professor has been other faculty members have
named the college's 1980 Distin- been honored for their service

to the college.
Dr. Michael L. Kennedy of
1265 Mary Dale Lane, Rock
Hill, who has taught at Winthrop since 1970, became Winthrop's 20th Distinguished Professor in a ceremony at a Faculty Conference meeting April 14.
The award has been given each
year, except 1980, since 1961.
Kennedy is the author of a
book, "The Jacobin Club of
Marseilles, 1790-1794," published by Cornell University Press
in 1973. He was the recipient
of Phi Kappa Phi honor sodety

I
?>

Excellence In Teaching Awards
in 1973,1975 and 1977.
Dr. Keith BUdstein, <. iraugy
instructor, was named the 1981
Outstanding Junior Professor of
the Year, the first year that
award has been given. He has
taught at Ohio State University
and the College of William and
Mary, and he is in his third yeai
of teaching at Winthrop.
Also honored were Dr. William Daniel Jr., chairman of the
Philosophy,
Religion
and
Anthropology Department, and
Dr. Melford Wilson, chairman of
the Political Science Department. Both received dtations
from Winthrop President Charles
B. Vail for outstanding service

to the coBegs fcr a *peciSc
project.
Daniel was recognized for Us
work as boc£ w i coordinates
of the awEd-wiismag educatjonal tekwcoo series "The Winthrop OuBmSf," and Wilson
was recognized for Ms eoonfination of the Wmt&iop Model
United Xsiices, wMeh each year
attracts sacn tfeaa 200 high
school tfsdessSs to canrpus for
sessions modeled after i±ose of
the real Gated JiaSwna.
Dr. ROB Webb was the redpent of the Aiyraao Sydney
Suffiran Award ertabSsfaid by
the foaadzBoea of the same
name to reeog=ize (fetincttrc,
altruistic senses to the college.

Look who won the
Miss Natural Light contest
at Myrtle Beach Easter weekend

This sculpture was done by Maureen. Some folks will think
itV obscene. From faucet to digits, the tempus it figits. It's
lavender, ocher and green. (TJ photo by Ruth Schooler)

VETERAN
WORK-STUDY NEEDED!
§ Eliglible stident needed to work ii
| the Veteroi Affairs Office, room 105 |
| Tillman, Mist be a fell-tine veteran |
| currently receiving VA benefits. To
I be eligible the veteran nest have
?
p
|entered the service prior to Jannary 1{

Pat Pardve

|l977. Stedent should be able to work |
| at least 8-10 hours per week, have |
| typing experience, and plan to
| attend simmer school 1981.
'

i

If Interested contact
Congratulations from Natural Light.
I Mrs. Dickson Academic Records |
B & B Distributors
1
325-2195

i
X5
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Softball team wins 2 0 games
win 20 games tills season. Their know what to do in every situa20th victory was April 15, tion now. In the last four games,
we haven't made a mental error.
against limestone.
They are also the first Win- Mental errors are usually characThe Winthrop Softball team
teristics of an inexperienced
throp
Softball
team
win
20
was the first team in the state to
games in one season. Coach team," the coach said.
Elaine Mozingo accredits their
"As long as a team wins, they
•winning to '"good hitters, good only have to play one game a
defense, and a good pitcher." day, so as long as we win, well
She also added that the strong do O.K. We have some problems
team spirit has helped tremen- when we have to play two
dously.
games in a day," she s*ir.
The team will go into the
The team, which is now 20-4,
The annual AAUW Book Fair
will be held Friday and Satur- SCAIAW Tournament on May lost three games to Francis
1-2,
ranked
no
lower
than
secMarion.
April 13, they defeated
day at Towncenter Mall in Rock
Hill. The Fair will open at 9 ond. "I think we're ready," Francis Marion 3-2 in the first
game of a double header.
ajn. aach day. Used books of Mozingo said.
"We've had experience. Our Darrlyn Alexander was the winevery description will be available at bargain prices. Rare and hitting has improved and we ning pitcher.
old books as well as valuable
collections will be sold by customers submitting bids throughout the sale and the highest
Udder is recipient at the end
of the Fair.
If you're down on your luck and run out of bucki,
Sponsored by the American
come by Bud Welch's and sell your gold: CLASS
Association
of
University
Women, the fifth annual Book
RINGS, WEDDING BANDS, NECKLACES,
Fair will again contribute to
EARRINGS
the Educational Foundation Program (EEP) of the Association.
The purpose of the EFP is
Sporting Goods
three told, as it awards research
and fellowship money to women
BEATY SHOPPING CENTER
1 block from Winthrop
in graduate study; gives assistance to local projects which
contribute to the well-being of a
WHEN YOU HAVE THAT
community; and provides grants
to women who are returning to
LATE NIGHT FOOD
school tor updating education in
a new field in order to re-enter
the work force.

ByGAYLE YOUNG
TJ sports editor

Annual book fair
to be held

"Darrlyn had a good game.
She was fresh tor the first
game," Mozingo said. Robin
Camlin, Nancy Archer and
Rhonda Cline had a total of five
hits for the game.
In the second game, the
Eagles fell 12-0. "Any time we
play Francis Marion, it is a toss
up. We did not make any defansive errors; Francis Marion just
got a lot of hits," Mozingo
said.
Nancy Archer had both hits
in the game.
April 15, they won both
game6. against limestone, who
is usually a big contender in
the state, according to Mozin-

$ CASH FOR GOLD $

ATTACK!!

isisi

1366-3865

BREAKFAST FOR 99*

2440 Cherry Road,

IbnightJettlbe
k

Lcwenbrau.

'People are often nervous when
hey come to Planned Parenthood.
They shouldn't be. We're just regular
eople, and we try to make
very one feel comfortable. We want
•ou to come back and bring your
riends."
Connie Brown
RectplioniJI
Low Cost and Coofideotic!
Birth Control
Pregnancy Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counsaling
Abortion Service*

go.
Alexander's record advanced
to 13-3 in the first game. They
won 6-2, and Camlin led the
team with 2 hits.
In the second game, Camlin
pitched tor the second time
since she has been on the team.
"She did a good job," Mozingo
said. Again she had two hits
while Archer had one hit, and
Cline hit a home run.
The team also played Newberry on April 11. The EagJes
came out on top, 9-0. Alexander was the winning piteter,
and Cathy Bickley hit a home
run. "Everybody hit weU that
day," Mozingo said.

SPRING
FASHIONS

sundresses....^ 12.99
summer skirts....$6.99
blue jeans....$11.99
body suits....$4.99
gauze blouses....$9.99
camouflage
blouses....$9.99

Dress baggies
reg 14.99
NOW ONLY 9.99

nformation on birth control, V.D., prelatal care, and adoption at no cost.
FOR INFORMATION
OR APPOINTMENT
CALL 377 0841
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 5:00 P.M.

IftVENM/W

Planned Parenthood
951 S. Independence at McDowell
Charlotte, N.C. 28202
O 1077 Brewed by Miller Brewing Co. Milwaukee. Wl. U.S.A.
"C0M£ TCT
PLANNE0 PARENTHOOD
BEFORE"

Beaty Wholesale, Inc.

1012 W.

Oakland
327-6784

SPORTS
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remain 8th in NAIA poll
mJBmsBssammm
WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE?
If you have seen several tall unfamiliar faces (usually in setter
jackets) walking around with Coach Gordon or Coach Kyi>er
this semester, they are not their sons dropping by for TB. -risk.
Some of these faces will reappear in the years to come HE the
Eagle basketball court.
So far, the coaches have been successful in recruiting three
boys (soon to be men) and two gids (soon to be women) for
next year's basketball teams. They've got some pretty outstanding players.
In January, Thad Whittenburg from Falls Church, Va., was the
first grant-in aid signee for 1981-82 to play basketball at TVxcthrop. He stands 6-8% and weighs 20C pounds.
"He is the type of player we look for," Coach Gordon said.
"He is in the same mold of (present Eagle standouts) Chatte
Brunson and Tim Raxter."
Whittenburg is an excellent free throw shooter, not to mention his 50 plus percentage from the floor.
Whittenburg's high school coach, Red Jenkins, said that ire
had been contacted by about 40 schools. He also said that,a big
factor in Whittenburg's decision to come to Winthrop was because of the reputation of its coaches.
"A1 Kyber (Winthrop's assistant coach) has an outstanding
reputation for developing the big man, and Nield Gordon's nam'
has spread throughout the East Coast," Jenkins said.
In February, Coach Gordon recruited the tallest player h e i a d
ever recruited. Ken Danieley stands a mere 7 feet tall and.camas
225 pounds. He is from Bargereville, Ind., and is a former teammate of Kevin Simpson who joined the Eagle roster last year.
Danieley averaged 13 points and 10 rebounds per game iasi
year, and he has an excellent outside touch. He also broke Utt
conference record last season with 60 blocks.
"Danieley is the type of player whose best playing nays are
ahead of him," Gordon said. "He will fit into our schemes because of his height and his desire to play college basketball."
In March, Coach Ann Ellerbe picked up her first Meruit.
Janet Dykton. The 5-8 guard was a two time member to tee
Washington D.C. all-metropolitan team. From Suitiand, Ma.,
Dykton averaged 16 points and 9 assists per game.
Dykton was also named to the all-county basketball team for
three years, all county volleyball team twice, and all county
softball team.
"Janet passes extremely well and runs a good fast m m
offense. She is a tremendous team player, and will fit into our
program with ease," Ellerbe said.
In April, Gordon got his best catch yet. He recruited Mke
Griffin, a 6-6,205 pound blue chip athlete from Monroe,NX.
He has been selected to play in North Carolina's annual EastWest all-star game, slated for late July in the Greensboro Coliseum.
He was a three year starter for Monroe High, who was Nortr
Carolina's 2-A 1980 champion team. Griffin awaged .14 •€
points, 7.4 rebounds and 7 assists per game over his three year
career, and was instrumental in his teams' 71-8 record ovei thoae
three years.
Griffin was also named to the Charlotte Observer's all Piedmont honors as a junior and senior, along with many other
honors.
"Mike is the type of player that will make a good team
great," said Coach Gordon. "He plays with a fluid motionandi
a great passer for his size. We plan to play him at the smal
forward position, and also would not hesitate to use birr a. ;
guard against pressing defenses."
"With the addition of Mike to our program, the future o:
Winthrop Basketball is insured for the next, four years," ste
said.
Last week, Coach Ellerbe signed her second £tBot-ic-«id
recruit. Mary Susan Austin, from Lexington, was an a f c a g n c
3 AAAA forward. The 5-9 player started for the past
yean, and as a sophomore she was a starter whet her lean
captured the AAAA state championship.
She is a strong re bounder and good outside shooter Sac
averages 21 points, 7 rebounds, and 3 insists per game. S i e a h o
shoots 48% from the floor and 79% from tbe foul line.
"Mary Susan is a very versatile player, and with her
ability and offensive techniques, she will be a big addition tt,
program," Coach Ellerbe said.
Well, all I've told you all is what I V been told. If ihaae
players are as good as their record shows. Eagle
continue to be strong-maybe even good enough to get
next year and win the district.
Gayle Young

"Blues Brothers" to appear at TiOmtm
The movie this week will be the Blues Brothers at 9:00 pan.
Tuesday and Wednesday in Tillman Auditorium.
The n,ovie stare two former Saturday Night live tefruisr
John Belushi and Dan Ackroyd.
Admission will be $1 with WCID Snd $1.50 for guests.

mmm M i
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Tommy Halms dropped the ball hitting the ball very well and
as his ann hit the fence. After getting strong games from our
tb« first inning, he settled down pitchers. The games against
allowing the 49ers one run and Coastal was important, but not
ihaiij Warns win in Conway, i
5 hits.
Coach Horace Turbeville was was pleased in the way we came
pteasad with his team's play this back after being down 9-0, and
past week. "We have been play- I know we will be ready for the
ing well the past 10 days or so. playoffs."
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Sob Steer, senior, pitched Tuesday, along with Mke Elliott, to
help die Eagles defeat Morris College 9-1. (TJ photo)

omplete Business Service
call us for your typing needs —
RESUMES
PAPERS
LETTERS
8:30am-5 pm

DICTATING SERVICE
BULK MAILING
COPIES
514 Oakland

3244070

55sg?RM®

rate

Cash anytime for your books between
10 am -12 pm 811 pm to 5 pm
Monday — Friday

HEM
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Sunday afternoon concert series to he held
responsibility of business and
individuals in our community.
We aee the summer concert
series as an opportunity to
demonstrate our awareness of
fee qudity of Dfe in Rock
Hill." Robards commented that
fee concert series will give local
amateur musicians the opportunity to be beard while providing fee community with
special evening of music aid
fellowship.
The Winthrop isn. Ensemble
will present the first concert on
Sunday, May 3, at 6 ? j n . Under
the (firection of Dr. David
Franklin, the group is made of
18 musicians, all registered Winthrop students. "We play fee

big band daisies, like Woody
Herman. Duke Ellington, Count
Basie, etc," Franklin said, "as
well as other contemporary bigband jazz and some of the
better jazz/rock."
The next evening of "Sundown Music", scheduled for
Sunday, June 28, will feature
the guitar duo, L. H. Dickert
and Keith Mason. Well known
in Rock Hill for their versatility, Dickert and Mason will
play a concert of classics to
country.
Arrangements are being made
for a Gospel singing group and

a local "beach music" band for
For further Information, call
July and August. Details win be Harriet Goode, Rock Hill Naannounced as they are con- tional Bank Marketing Departfirmed.
meni.
T H O S E W H O BELIEVE IN

? '
Jewelry'
%
Repair & Design Specialist I
1 1 / / All Work

!W

Done On Premises]^

g&uddin*

f

1 Catalog Showroom
§
X gfccteijw
RockH
' in mm g
X O G .GIFT STORE- • A N D A WWCLE ^

10-9 M - S i t
ROCK HILL MALL

BRING THIS COUPON AND
WINTHROP COLLEGE /.D.
And Get
$1 OFF

ANY $6.9* I UP ALBUM or TAPE
(ALL TAPES QUAH/kHTEED f YEA*

UMfT OME PER CUSTOMER
NAME

AN ENTIRELY NEW CONCEPT!

rat mis*)

THE "3-YEAR"
C AIR REFRESHER
BEAUTY ECONOMY

FRAGRANCE
-

GUARANTEED

5" Decanter
only $3.98 each
Just lift the lid
It's
springtime thanks to a madam
3-way blend of essential
oils and aronwle chemicals.
The 3-year air refresher
combines the delicate
fragrance! of a lovely

oriental garden to sweeten
Bndrefreshair In any room.
banish stal a odors I nstantl y.
And It's manufacturer
guaranteed to last a full
3 years. Choose yours from
7 lusdous colors todayl^

| ( ) Air refreshers decanters In color indicated:
{ ) Yellow ( ) nth red ( ) lavender ( ) ripe cherry
j ( ) sea tones ( ) white lotus ( ) mandarin orange
Only $3.98 each pins $1.50 shipping charges or SAVE
j and order wife friends to combine oriler to the same address. Order three (3) or more decanters @ 3.75 + 1.75
, shipping up to six (6) decanters for one shipping charge.
I Nice for YOU or GIFTS!
. Name
I St. Address
"
, Oty
State
Hp
SEC Specialty Advertising
P.O. Box 791
Orangeburg, SC 28115
Phone: 803-534^270
CLIP AND SAVfL
~

One taste, and
you'll know why
this light beer
breaks away from
the rest.
Distributors

MEWS
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News Briefs

Most of next year's freshmen
say they expect student aid

Coffee house sponsored by BSU

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Almost a x out of every ten high
BSU will have a Coffee House with Wayne
school
seniors who expects to go
West End Baptist Church in Gsf&ey, sprathrac a s •Sat Kpie
to college next fall say they
"Talents" for a combination dedication aenase to sumi
want some sort offederalfinanmissionaries and graduating seniors an Thursdey,*!
jja.
cial aid to help them enroll,
Brown, who graduated from limestone Cottage arnf aaawed
according to a survey done by
a Doctorate of Divinity from Southeastern Seminar,, m a talentthe National Center for Educaad singer and musician. According to Alist
tion Statistics (NCES).
president, Brown "relates extremely well wi
The results of the survey
dents."
ware announced as Congress was
Theme for the Coffee House win follow
debating President Ronald Reatalents and how God can use both the summer
gan's proposals to cut some
seniors with their various talents, said Wendy
$9.2 billion from federal finandirector of BSU.
cial aid programs, including student Social Security, Work
study. Guaranteed Student
Leans, National Direct Student
Pi Kappa Phi will conduct a see-saw mssBiaan axast x@in. en Loans, and Pell Grants.
More than a third of the
the Winthrop campus, according to Joel Byas, htartantoffie
seniors who plan to register for
chapter.
college in fall said they would
Members of the fraternity wffl take turns awanmxg to a
depend on a Pell Grant. Under
total of forty-eight hours, from April 3D at U-araai so May 2
the
Reagan plan, most students
at noontime.
The activity, which will be held on Dmlant VEBL.. im Seen would have to pay $750 toward
their education in order to
organized to raise funds tor Pi Kappa IK'S Twitnmrf amjBct,
qualify for a Pell Grant. The
PUSH (Play Units tor the Severely Handicapped).
The fraternity brothers will visit local nusmesss md take
monetary pledges for their drive.
Persons interested in contributing to the project rnaj contact
the chapter at ext. 3836.

maximum grant would be
lowered to $1200 from $1750.
Thirty percent of the seniors
wanted to sign onto the College
Work-Study Program, while 11
percent planned to apply for an
NDSL.
Next fall's freshmen, however, are the least likely to get

aid. Awards are being delayed by
U.S. Department of Education
Secretary Terrel Bell's March
decision to hold financial aid
applications until Congress decides whether or not to implement the Reagan financial aid
changes.

REMEMBER!
All Winthrop Students Have A

PKP conducts see-saw marathon

10% DISCOUNT

1

at THE STRAWBERRY and BERRIES
for MEN. Also 'YOURS TRULY" Monogramming behind THE STRAWBERRY. We
have Greek Letters!
Oakland Ave.
324-3006

Convention successful
exceptional children
."parents As Partners" was the topic pnanntef *5" ^9*^*
education professor, Offa Lou Jenkins, at tbs Scfc nrnimf Ifatarnational Convention of Council for Exceptional Qfflfiwa- (CEC)
held Tuesday, April 14 in New York City.
_
According to faculty member, Dr. Snwmnr
the
convention was highly successful and
adfcaalK m Hfc.
Jenkins spoke on the ways parents of handiagjpec uSiTiftvni can
effectively serve as teachers in the edacatioc proen*.
Also accompanying Dr. Jenkins to tins years ®so.-«aUca wa*
Dr. John Gallien.

Bring

a Picnic
and

enjoy

the Music

of

THE WINTHROP
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

sSUNDAY;

0

AL4y 3
Music Begins at 6:00 p.m.
Winthrop Outdoor Amphitheatre
McBride Cafeteria in case of rain

oat specials
3it

<y?

fhi-s ueekl

I

'

Sponsored by RHNB ROCK HILL NATIONAL BANK
in cooperation with WINTHROP COLLEGE
"At

Rock

Eill

National

QUALITY

toe care

OF LIFE"

about

the
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FEATURE

Rock Hill: motor city of the south
By RON CHEPESIUK
and LOUISE PETTUS
In 1922 the American auto
mobile industry was in its
infancy. Statistics for that year
show that one city was credited
with producing a total of 6,300
cars. The city was not Detroit,
and the cars were not Fords.
The dty was Rock Hill, S.C.,
with a population of 8,900.
The person responsible for all
this industrial activity was John
Gary Anderson. The car that he
manufactured became known as
the Anderson car.
John Gary Anderson was
bom in Reidsvilla, N.C., Nov.
7, 1861. When he was nine,
Anderson became an orphan
and went to live with his maternal grandfather. In 1876, when
the grandfather died, Anderson
moved to Rock Hill to live with
his father's family.
Young Anderson tried his
hand at a number of jobs. He
worked as a salesman, tenant
farmer, a restaurant manager,
store helper, and he even set
type for the Rock Hill Herald.
In 1884. he married Alice
Louella Holler, daughter of a
Rock Hill contractor. Two years
later he went Into business
with his father-in-law, opening
up a buggy repair shop.
This spawned the Rock Hill
Buggy Company which by the
early 1900s was to make Anderson a wealthy and influential
Rock Hill businessman. The
company became one of the
largest buggy manufacturers In
the Southeast.
By 1900, the Rock Hill Buggy
Company was producing 6,000
buggies annually, operating from
a 45,000-square-foot plant and
employing from 100 to 125
men on a monthly payroll of
$3,000. The company was reportedly
valued
*
over
$250,000.
When the company celebrated Its silver anniversary in
1911, it was said that, if all the
Anderson buggies produced were
to be placed 40 feet apart, the
line would extend from Rock
Iflll to New York.
Although
his
business
flourished, Anderson came to
realize that automobiles were
the wave of the future. In 1916,
he announced plans to begin
assembling his own car. Joseph
Anglada, a New York engineer,
was brought In to design the
car. The Anderson Motor Company was valued at $1.5 million.
Several other Southern states
had produced aut«s, but many
felt that the Anderson car
would be the best challenger to
Henry Ford and his Detroit
plant. James B. Duke, the
North Carolina magnate, had
enough faith in Anderson to try
to persuade him to build his
plant in Charlotte. Anderson
refused.
The grsad opening of the
Anderson Motor Company took
place Jan. 17-22, 1916. More
than 1,000 people toured the
plant, and several dignitaries
came to Rock Hill, including
W.W. Ball, the editor of The
State newspaper an* S.C. Gov.
Richard I. Manning.
It was a bright beginning
for the fledgling company. Most
seemed Impressed with the

Anderson car. One trade journal
predicted that the enterprise
"wiB be a great moneymaker."

cult to keep pace with demand.
They could sell their cars at almost any price. By 1920, Anderson's company had produced
about 4,200 cars worth more
than $2 million. It had about
200 men trying to get cars out
as fast M they could.

The Anderson car had several
features which earned it the
title of "the only practical
southern automobile." The car
contained a six cylinder engine,
The Anderson car was sold all
oversized tires with 12 hickory
spoke wheels, and a swivel over the United States and in
many foreign countries. Andersearchlight attached to the wind- son was to claim that more of
shield.
his cars were sold in Ford
Country in Detroit that In the
whole
of South Carolina where
It was the first car to have a
foot dimmer, a device Invented 3,000 stockholders resided.
by a Rock Hill man. The car,
which cost about $1,300, could
The automobile boom of the
reach speeds up to 50 miles an poet-war years soon subsided.
hour in good conditions.
Supply was to exceed demand,
and prices fell. The Anderson
car was a much better built
America's entry into World car than its strong competitor.
War I delayed the growth of Ford. This meant higher prices,
the company. But in the first and the company's profits defew years after the war, the clined.
growth of the company was to
reflect that of the automobile
In an effort to cope with
industry.
existing economic conditions,
Manufacturers found it diffi- Anderson reluctantly agreed to

build a cheaper model. The
Anderson light Six came m
the market in 1922, and by
1923, over 1,875 had been
sold, including sales to many
buyers in the Middle East aid
New York.
But this was a temporary
turn in Anderson's fortunes.
Sales continued to fall until
1926 when the company ceased
production and went bankrupt.
In September of that year,
the entire company stock was
auctioned to pay its $53,000
tax bill.

After demise of the company, A n ^ - ™ was to spend
at least 10 years of his life in
retirement, moving between
Rock rail and Ms retreat in
Lakeland, Fla. He wrote a
lengthy
autobiography,
in
which he defended his action#
as head of the Anderson Motor
Company.
Today the Anderson {riant
is occupied by the Rock Hill
Printing and Finishing. Company. Six Anderson cars are
known to exist. One can be
seen at the York County Nature
Museum.

James Par risk's
Flowerland
ACR08&FR0M RICHARDSON HALL
Remember that jpecial iowaGne
with flowers
221 Cheny R<i.

Sovtfcera WOMMS Services, lie.

Phone: 3284206

"A Women* Health Agsacy"
•A Full Rang* of Women't Gynecological S*rvic« 'Birth Control Sarvteai
'Speaker* available for School & CMC Group*
'Trained Countalori
•Abortion Coumeling and Service*
'Problem Pregnencv Counseling
•Free Pregnencv Te*tlng

24 Hour Amvtarlng Service
Cell Toll Free 1-800822-6750
Southern Worn ens Services
1614 Two Notch Road
Columbia, SC 29204
Local Phone No. 254-4368

J/ILPIME

car audio systems

THE BARN, TOO
NO COVER CHARGE
Draft 45<fc
Goosenecks 50^
Wednesday, April 29

FREE KEGS

r

$199.00

The Alpine 7217 FM/AM Cassette has
16 Watts per Channel and is compatible
and expandable with separate Alpine
amplifiers and amp/equalizers, to "custom
tune" a high power system with low
distortion. Includes Cassette Glide". SC
Tape Head", 5-Station Preset, and Locking
Fast Forward and Rewind.

at 9:00 & 10:00

It's Baseball Season!!
Aid after every home gone,
THE BARM, TOO will give

AUDIO CJCNNECSTC
IM

away a keg fer 15< a cep.
Starts at 8 p.m.

FREE JUKEBOX

7 pm to 9 pm

i—Cherry Road nwr Winthrop - I

1./08 E t)0ne>er R d
. Village Square

Rock H i l l , SC
803 366 3945
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Eagles continue torrid hitting
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
TJ sports reporter
The Winthrop College baseball team is starting to warm up
their bats as the District 6 tournament is approaching. The
Eagles, over the last seven
games, have banged out 109
hits and have a team batting
average of .414 over the same
span.
Tuesday the Eagles played
host to Morris College and came
out a 9-1 winner behind the
strong pitching of Bob Steer

and Mike Elliott. Winthrop fell walk to Russell Gaddy. This
behind 1-0 in the top of the loaded the bases for a single by
first on a triple by Theodore Brian Brangi, who is the team's
Brown and a single by Robert leading hitter, batting over .450.
Dickey.
Winthrop added five more
Winthrop came right back in runs in the third with a twotheir half of the first to tie the run triple from Steve Dans.
score on a triple by Tommy Don Skorup drove in the Eagles'
Helms and a single by the final two runs. Skorup continteam's leading RBI man, Eddie ued his hot hitting, going three
Eargle. The Eagles added what for three with three runs batted
proved to be the winning run in in. Tommy Helms also had three
the bottom half of the first on hits.
Davidson came to the shack
a walk to Don Skorup, a sacrifice bunt by Chris Williams, a Wednesday and became another
single by Danny Poole, ar.d a victim of the hot Eagle bats as

Rasslin' bear to perform
(Continued from page 1)
Elliott said, "The rest of the
time he will mingle with the
crowd." He said that Victor is
muzzled "so there is no chance
of being eaten." However there
is no guarantee that you will
not "be squashed."
"I have personally challenged
Tom Mattox, president of SGA,
to take on Victor. .
Elliott
said. "He's the only one foolish
enough to do it that we've got
lined up (yet)."
Victor will give two 20-25
minute performances at 2 and
then at 4 pjn. Anyone rassling
Victor must sign a waiver.

Elliott said that the Full
Circle Band, "a country-rock"
group from Lexington, N.C.,
will provide entertainment at
Spring Fling. Donna Rhodes is
the band's lead singer.
"The group performs at a lot
of schools in the Southeast,"
Elliott said, "and they have
become wry popular."
Elliott said that DSU is expecting about 1,500-2,000 students.
Beer, wine, cokes and other
refreshments are available at
the Shack, but coolers containing alcoholic beverages are prohibited for admission to Spring
Fling.
T-shirts promoting Spring

Fling will be on sale Wednesday
in Thomson Cafeteria.
"It's going to be a real good
time," Elliott said. "I dont
know how many people who are
going to have the opportunity
to rassle a bear again. So come
out."

they banged out 20 hits to give
Jamie Holt all the support is..
needed as te won his sixth game
against two defeats. Hie final
score was 13-3 in a game that
ended in the seventh inning
because of the ten-run ride.'
Winthrop got on the scoreboard first in the bottom of the
second on a double by Don
Skorup, a walk to Chris Williams, and a single by Danny
Poole that loaded the bases.
Russell Gaddy was at bat when
the first runner scored on a
passed ball. Then he snged to
score the next run and give the
Eagles a 2-0 lead. Winthrop
scored two more runs in the
third with the second coming
on a successful double steal of
home by Chris Williams as Steve
Davis stole second. Winthrop
added five runs in the fifth as
Steve Davis drove in a
with
a single. Greg Whitforri, playing
for Danny Poole who was hit
by a pitch, hit a triple into deep

op
Act

Eagle quiz

Admission is free with WCID
and $2 for guests.
DSU is looking for volunteers
to help with Spring Fling. If
interested, contact SheHah Durham at 2248.

right ceaterfield to drive in
mother run, and Russell Gaddy
drove in a run with a single.
The other two runs were scored
on Davidson errors.
Winthrop scored four runs in
the bottom of the seventh to
end the game on run-scoring
anghs by Chris Williams and
Brian Brang along with a runscoring double by Steve Davis.
This game had a lot of mental strain on the Eagles because
they played the game without
head coach Horace TurbeviBe.
Batch Harris, the assistant
coach, and A1 Kyber ran the
team. Harris was making his
coaching debut. "First of all we
dedicated the game to Coach
1 J!J
Turbe rifle, and
*—
to do the
has

1. Who was the first man to reach 1000 points in Eagle basketball?
2. Who hit the most home runs last year for the Softball team?
3. Whose basket beat Belmont Abbey to advance Winthrop to
the finals of the WBTV CJassic?
4. What Eagle player(s) made all state in volleyball last season?
Answers:
roniKWI *J»1S P«® uoxja noreqs 'f
ui»pooo JF'P-iaa 2
(sum amoq g) unuraQ uiqoy
(1861) naonag aiuuag x

DSU HAPPENINGS
28-29 The Blues Brothec Tillman Aud. 9 pjn.
$1WCID §1.50 Guest
The Full Circle Band from Lexington, N.C., will perform Saturday at Spring Fling at the Shack.

- Sounds of spring(Continued from page 1)

fidgerton.
The performance wil begin
Two musical opportunities at 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
are yet available.
"The chorale, which is a
On Tuesday, the Winthrop
Symphonic Band, conducted by group of students selected by
audition, will perform three
Mr. William Malambri, will give
and
challenging
a concert at 8 p.m. in Byrnes interesting
choral masterworks designed to
Auditorium.
provide a lot of variety for the
The band will perform "Military Symphony in F Major" listeners," said Edgerton of the
program music.
by Gossec, "Sketches on a
"The first work is an 18th
Tudor Song" by Fischer Tull,
century motet (No. 6) by Bach
and a "Festive Overture" by based on the text of Psalm 117,"
Alfred Reed.
he said.
To round out the musical
The chorale will also perform
ensembles' extravaganza for
spring will be the Thursday a set of six short pieces or chansons
by Paul Hindemith.
concert of the 50 member
"Hindemith's chansons deal
Winthrop College Chorale under
mainly
with items of a secular
the direction of Dr. Robert
text, such as nature and the

beauty of forests," said Edger-

ton. "Basically, the chansons,
are modern midrigals that institute a big contrast to Bach, in
that these are exquisite little
pieces
for
unaccompanied
voices."
The final work to be presented will ba "Francis Poulenc's Gloria in Excelsis."
"This b a work of Symphonic
proportion and it calls for a
large and thrilliug sound."
The piano accompanist for
the performance will be Richard
Smith, while the organ accompaniment will be provided by
Louis Shirer. The featured soloist will be Connie Johnson.
"It promises to be a thrilling
event for the singers as well as
the audience," said Edgerton.

Admission

30-May 1
ATS Mason Roller line Mate duo performing a variety
of music. They're great so don't miss them!

2 SPRING FLING The Shack 1-5 pjn.
Adrniss:ori WCID $2 Guest
A great time tor aD.
5 Time After Time
WCID

Tillman Auditorium 9 pjn. admssion

LJP a?UTON AND SAVES!!»^>

•••Varsity Ice Cream Parlor
S't
JJJ
Z«.

jji

116 Oakland Ave.
Down from V*C
Opm Tuesday thru Sondji 11-7
CfcMMi Msadn

2 5 c

O f f

any

milkshake

SS*Fe»iuiint: B r >"' s !«• Oram.Sunrfin.IW. K m , S p f t u . *. ||ot D o p I J J
r j j » \

PRESENT COCFOX

. V

